Tor Launcher should not pretend we ship a default set of bridges

Tor Launcher says "You may use the provided set of bridges or you may obtain and enter a custom set of bridges.", which is untrue.

History

#1 - 03/14/2014 06:26 PM - intrigeri
- Subject changed from Tor Launcher should not pretend we ship a default set of bridges to Tor Launcher should not pretend we ship a default set of bridges

#2 - 04/14/2014 03:18 PM - anonym
- Status changed from Confirmed to In Progress
- Assignee changed from anonym to intrigeri
- QA Check set to Ready for QA
- Feature Branch set to feature/tor-launcher-0.2.5.3

This is fixed, among other things, in the feature/tor-launcher-0.2.5.3 branch. Please review and merge!

Note that it seems the upstream fix (#11482) will be to remove the prompt when no default bridges are configured.

#3 - 04/15/2014 02:42 PM - intrigeri
- Status changed from In Progress to 11
- Assignee deleted (intrigeri)
- % Done changed from 0 to 100
- QA Check changed from Ready for QA to Pass

Merged!

#4 - 04/29/2014 10:47 AM - anonym
- Status changed from 11 to Resolved